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From the Head Coach 

Term 3 has seen the club start with a great deal of energy, follow-

ing the fantastic results leading into the holidays as well as the 

anticipation of our junior guys and GPS boys heading into an ex-

citing time of the year.  I would like to thank all the parents and 

gymnasts who have supported the club overt the last few months 

and with a heavy period coming up this will no doubt continue. 

As I mention in the State Club write up I am very proud of the 

achievements of the gymnasts and coaches so far this year. We are 

shaping up to cap off the biggest year in the Clubs history if we can 

keep it going. In turn I would like to think the parents will be 

getting behind their respected coaches and supporting them as 

well as the Club to give the boys the best chance possible to enjoy 

their time and get the most out of this fantastic sport. Enjoy the 

read. 

TERM 3 DATES 

Monday 13th July—Saturday 20th September 

This is a 10 week Term 
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What’s On 

Staff Birthdays 
Joshua Jefferis — 29th August 

 

“Champions do 

not become 

champions 

when they win 

the event, but 

in the hours, 

weeks, months 

and years they 

spend prepar-

ing for it. The 

victorious per-

formance itself 

is merely the 

demonstration 

of their cham-

pionship char-

acter.” T. Alan 

Armstrong  

Important Notices 

1. Please ensure all your sons gear is named to assist with lost prop-
erty 

2. Term 3 invoices have been sent out and are should be paid by the 
due date. 

3. BGS has some second hand gear in the gym. This is listed on the 
notice board and Clint is the man to speak to. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

      Event          Venue          Date 

GPS Group Training session             BGS    Saturday 1st August 

BGS Open Day            BGS    Saturday 22nd August 

Brisbane North Junior Regionals     BGS    Sunday 23rd August 

BGS Championships            BGS    Saturday 5th September 

 
All our 4 

teams who 

took out 

this years 

State Club 

Champion-

ships 
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STATE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS 

A huge Congratulations goes to all our gymnasts and coaches who were part of our 4 

teams that took out the State Club Championships for 2015. It was a brilliant way for 

our Seniors to finish the competition season and our Junior section to head into the 

holidays and then their own competitions. I am very proud of the Club’s achieve-

ments and it is a sign of the constant growth of the club across the board to win such 

an event. Our Level 7/8 team started us off in what was a very tight affair. All the boys 

looked a bit flat after such a large year already and they worked hard to find some en-

ergy on the floor to just get over the line against a strong Gold Coast team to win this 

Division. Our Level 3/4 team were next and as you can see from the photo they had a 

great time and I was able to be on the floor with them as they gained a great deal of 

experience in what was the majority of the teams first team competition. The boys 

managed to finish 8th overall in a very strong competition. The Level 5/6 team then 

had their job to do and after a shaky start they showed their class to run home in the 

last 3 apparatus and take out 1st place. It was again a huge experience booster for 

the team and I was very happy with the way they held their nerve and on the floor 

were all able to stand tall when they were asked of it. The Level 9/10 team then 

showed what a class act they are by absolutely smashing the Division A. The experi-

ence I have spoken on is what shone through with our top team of gymnasts in what 

has been a phenomenal year. 

In turn we were able to take out the overall award by 1 point and I certainly hope all 

gymnasts and coaches are proud of what they have achieved. Well done to you all. 

GPS Season Launch 

On Friday 24th July we had our GPS season launch. As always this was a very cas-

ual and fun event and it was nice to see the parent community get involved to 

help make the boys time here at BGS and their time in gymnastics a special one. 

The gymnasts all filled their bellies and we even got a speech out of our GPS cap-

tain this year, Jack Riek. Thanks to the MAGS group and everyone else involved. 
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Under the Microscope 

Gymnastics—The Oxford Companion 

gymnastics is the practice of athletic exercises for the development of the body, especially those exercises performed with 
apparatus such as rings, pommel horse, bars, and balance beam. Although gymnastics was likely practised in ancient Egyp-
tian and Chinese cultures, its roots for Western culture lie in ancient Greece, hence the derivation from the Greek 
wordgymnazein, which literally means ‘to train naked’ (gymnos: naked). The early Greeks practised gymnastics in prepara-
tion for war, as jumping, running, discus throwing, wrestling, and boxing helped produce the strong, supple muscles nec-
essary for hand-to-hand combat. Because military training was necessary for the production of Greek citizens, and be-
cause the Greeks viewed the training both of the body and the mind as inextricably linked, gymnastics became a central 
component of ancient education. Gymnasia, the buildings with open-air courts where such training took place, evolved 
into schools where youths learned gymnastics, rhetoric, music, and mathematics. Gymnastics also provided a way to train 
for the athletic festivals around Greece, the most famous of which was the Olympic Games, held every four years from 
776 bce until 393 ce. 
 
With the end of the Olympic Games, Greek-style gymnastics training declined, not to be revived until the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries in Western Europe. With this revival came a concomitant revival of the corporeal values associated 
with gymnastics: upper body strength, musculature, elasticity, litheness, flexibility, poise, and equilibrium. Underpinning 
the re-emergence of gymnastic training is the same assumption held by the Greeks, that a healthy body and a healthy 
mind are intimately connected. 
 
In the mid 1800s Friedrich Jahn did much to re-introduce gymnastics into German education and became known as the 
‘father of gymnastics’. Jahn introduced the horizontal bar, parallel bars, side horse with pommels, balance beam, ladder, 
and vaulting bucks. His gymnastics program was promoted in Turner societies, clubs established to develop self discipline 
and physical strength in the name of national unity. InSweden, Pehr Henrik Ling followed closely behind Jahn, systematiz-
ing Swedish pedagogic gymnastics with a strong emphasis on the medical benefits. 
 
In the early nineteenth century, educators in the US imported German and Swedish gymnastics training programs. With 
the American integration of gymnastics into the general education curriculum, its connections to nationalism and military 
training re-emerged stronger than ever. By the early twentieth century, the armed services published drill manuals featur-
ing all manner of gymnastic exercises, drills which, according to the US Army Manual of Physical Drill (1910), provided 
proper instruction for ‘a body of young and active men’ and were thus ‘all important’. The US Navy's Gymnastics and 

Tumbling, published in 1944, asserts that ‘Gymnastics and tumbling contribute in large measure to the demands of a de-
mocracy at war.’ Nonetheless, as military activity moved away from hand-to-hand combat and toward fighter planes and 
contemporary computer-controlled weapons, gymnastics training as the mind/body connection, so important for the 
Greek, German, and Swedish educational traditions, began to lose force. As a result, physical and intellectual training in 
schools are now almost completely separate; although in Germany the term ‘gymnasium’ still persists as the term for a 
place of secondary education, the gymnasium is more commonly cordoned off for physical training, while the privileged 
intellectual education takes place in traditional classrooms. The mind/body split is more pervasive than ever. 
 
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw the powerful emergence of a strand of gymnastics, similar in form to gymnas-
tic training for educational and military purposes, but practised for different ends. The first Modern Olympic games in 
1896 featured competitive gymnastic events for men, which have been included in every Olympics since. Men's gymnas-
tics events are scored on an individual and team basis, and presently include the floor exercise, horizontal bar, parallel 
bars, rings, side horse (also called pommel horse), vaulting, and combined exercises (the all-around), which combines the 
scores of the other six events. Combined exercises for women were first held in 1928, and the 1952 Olympics featured the 
first full regime of events for women. Women's gymnastic events include balance beam, uneven parallel bars, combined 
exercises, floor exercises, vaulting, and rhythmic sportive gymnastics. Olga Korbut, Nadia Comaneci, and Mary Lou Retton 
have helped popularize women's competitive gymnastics, making it one of the most watched Olympic events as they per-
formed difficult manœuvres on some of the very apparatus developed for bodily training by Friedrich Jahn in the eight-
eenth century. 

Debra Hawhee 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Greece.aspx
http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O128-boxing.html
http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Olympic_games.aspx
http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Sweden.aspx
http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Germany.aspx



